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MARIE JEANNE ADAMS

SYMBOLS OF THE ORGANIZED
COMMUNITY IN EAST SUMBA, INDONESIA

Based on two years' fieldwork in the eastern part of Sumba, a small
island east of Bali, this paper x demonstrates the use of certain symbols
in village life and shows how these symbols contribute to our under-
standing of the intellectual order within Sumbanese culture. Because of
the nature of these . symbols, I employ a global approach rather than
offer detailed analysis of a single ritual.

The majority of East Sumbanese adhere to village ancestor worship
linked with procedures of shamanism. Their body of sacred rules and
customs is only gradually being eroded away by limited contacts with
markets, money, missions, schools and administrative orders emanating
from the main port town, Waingapu, which is the local seat of the
Indonesian Government. Because of this cultural conservatism, much
of the traditional way-of-life remains and major rituals, for example,
lie within the memory of eyewitnesses.

The data on symbols is drawn in the main from the inhabitants of
Kapunduku, which is both an administrative district with a population
of about 7,000 and a traditional kingdom on the northeast peninsula.
The small district office and school are located at Rambangaru, a settle-
ment near the former royal seat and ceremonial center called Paraingu
Bakulu, Big Capital, situated on a hilltop near the Kapunduku River.
The organized community I refer to is not the administrative unit of
the Indonesian Government but the capital of the domain as it operated
under traditional cultural rules which are still embodied in complex
ritual structures and in the recitations and exegesis of the ritual experts 2

or Elders who are specifically charged with this knowledge.

1 Abstract of this paper was delivered at the Annual Meeting of the Northeast
Anthropological Association, April, 1971, Albany, N.Y.

2 The head of every household commands a certain knowledge of the sacred
rules and almost every hamlet possesses a wunangu, a spokesman acquainted
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SYMBOLS IN EAST SUMBA 325

Following the cessation of local feuds in the early 20th century and

the fostering of horse-breeding for export under Dutch administration,

the ruling clan of Kapunduku, Ana Matjua, moved from the hilltop

capital and organized the small village of Rambangaru on a mound

in the valley near its pasturelands. Gradually, the other twenty-odd

clans deserted the capital (the last one in the early sixties) and they

too built their peaked temple-houses in hamlets along the river banks.

On a foothill of the förmer capital they established a ceremonial center,

comprising the village of Maru, where major rituals are held.

The clans still retain their organizational structure but carry out

their • functions on a much reduced, sometimes token scale. Instead of

exploring the adjustments and changes in relationships resulting from

the new conditions, this article reconstructs the setting in which the

traditional symbols functioned. The reconstruction is based on accounts

of Kapunduku informants and supplemented by observation of current

ritual performances (1968-1970) .3

with the ritual language used for prayers and negotiations. Within a district,
two or three of these men, because of talent or inclination, become recognized
as Big Spokesmen (Wunangu Bokulu). Officially, sacred rules are believed to
derive from the Founder-Deity of the district, the Marapu Ratu, and the
head of the clan dedicated to his worship assumes the formal role of Ratu
Maramba (ratu - ritual leader; maramba - royal). Because of his special role
and dedication, I am translating his title as Royal Priest.

3 For details of my field trip, see Research Report in Adams, 1971a. Major
informants in Kapunduku were the following: Urabu nai Porhbu, prince of
clan Matolangu; Raha Ndakuwaihangu, clan Kabulungu, entitled Ina Kaha
Kira, Ama Kaha Diha (Mother of/for all Thinking; Father of/for all Cal-
culation) for the ruling house of Ana Matjua; i Linggu, wunangu, spokesman
serving as priest for the royal household of Ana Matjua; Umbu nai Romu,
prince of clan Lakoka; Kabukutu Ngundju Wulangu, head of clan Makam-
biru; Hina Malutaka, clan Matolangu, wunangu; 'Umbu' (honorary title)
Meta Taradjawa, deputy of förmer ruler of Kapunduku.

Another important source of information was the group of Elders from
Parai Natangu, a small capital on the southern border of Kapunduku, whose
Founding-Deity is considered the elder brother of the Founder or Marapu
Ratu of Kapunduku. Their hilltop capital is still occupied and its leading
priest, Ndapungu Lalu Pingu, clan Ngieuru, serves as the Major Spokesman
(wunangu bokulu) for community ritual in Kapunduku. Another informant
there was the talented wunangu, Kawau Ariggungu Paraingu, clan Makom-
bulu, uma ahu lineage. Umbu nai Djawa, prince of clan Karunggu Watu,
was informative and always helpful. I take this opportunity to thank them
again for their cooperation.

For important occasions, it is customary to invite and consult with Elders
from neighboring districts and Kapunduku elders often describe ritual matters
in Kambera dialect which is widely known throughout East Sumba. In quoting
I have retained differences in dialects; statements not given in Kapunduku
dialect are therefore identified as Kambera (Kamb.) or Natangu (Nat) .
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ladu mbaru ladu malungu

Figure 1
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Figure 1

1. Makambiru 9. Watju Patunggulu, uma hotu

2. Temu 10. Watju Patunggulu, uma Ratu Bakulu

3. Ana Matjua, uma djangga (high) 11. Watju Patunggulu, uma Ratu

4. Ana Matjua, uma bara (white) [batangu

5. Ana Matjua, uma bakulu (nopeak) 1 2- Mangatju

6. Matelangu, uma malai (no peak) ' 3 . Tidahu

X. Ana Matjua, uma hau - line long 14- Amba Lelingu, uma bakulu (big)

extinct 15. Amba Lelingu, uma rau kokuru

7. Ana Matjua, uma andungu 16. Tabundungu, uma bakulu

8. Kabulungu, Wai Talora, Mangu 17. Kahanga Khinahu
Tanangu (Watju Puli) x . Tabundungu, uma mbawa, line

X. Ana Matjua, uma hau - line long [extinct
not recalled

19. Mbara Deta
20. Ana Matjua, uma la palindi
21. Amba Lelingu, uma la palindi
X. Tabundungu, uma kamemu - line extinct
22. Tunggu Rimbangu

a. village altar, katoda paraingu, in front of the house of clan Temu

b. skull tree, andu ketiku tau, in front of ruling house (earlier uma bakulu,

presently uma bara clan Ana Matjua)

c. crops altar, andu uhu, andu wataru; flat stone marks place where forked
post-altar is erected on ritual occasions, in front of the house of clan Ana
Matjua, uma andungu.

Sketch of the Big Capital village (Paraingu Bakulu) of Kapunduku domain.
Two rows of houses face each other across the central corridor, talora, where
altars and graves of royal dead are located. (Only major, sacred memorial stones
over graves are marked.) Sketch made under guidance of leading clan Elders
who gathered for the Ratu Festival at Maru village in December, 1969. In center,
graves, tree (kombu, Ind. mengkudu, used for red dye) and sacred stones drawn
by Umbu nai Pombu; altars, village and house outlines by M. Adams. Terms
used on sketch:

talora, plaza, central corridor
ladu mbaru, morning side ladu malungu, afternoon side
pindu de, upstream gateway pindu loru, downstream gateway

I am using the word "ritual" in its generally accepted sense of an
ordered event believed to be efficacious through its association with
supematural or mystical powers. In Kapunduku, as elsewhere on Sumba,
ritual is linked with complicated gift exchange systems, with family
sentiments, with maintenance of class status and with festive social
intercourse. In the form of various offerings and services, communal
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3 2 8 MARIE JEANNE ADAMS

ritual provides a public showing of the society's greatest treasures in
the form of abundant food, beautiful horses, valuable cattle, colorful
textileSj precious ornaments and displays of vitality and beautiful lan-
guage. In fact, sponsoring ritual is a goal and focus of social life and
performance is considered essential to the well-being of the community.
Within this paper I am using the terms "rites" and "ceremonies" as
synonymous because the Kapunduku make no such distinction. Their
phrase, "lo la horu", means to do something according to the rules,
which may be only more or less sacred.

One of the implicit assumptions of Sumba intellectual order is a
preference for ordering on a gradiënt of stepped differences from low
to high. An obvious form of this is the hierarchy of social classes which
I will group simply into three: royalty, freeholders and servants. Grada-
tions in ritual also reflect this preference. A ritual may take place at
various levels of fulfillment, the royal version being the most complete
and sacred. Rituals will also be stepped up in scale over intervals of
time. Thus, in order to grasp the structure of Sumba ritual one must
be careful to consider the full series.

Another ground rule I observed is ritual substitution, particularly
the replacement of a 'thing' by its 'image'. This practice takes many
forms, from the costumed substitute who 'stands-in' for the bride during
the several days of wedding ceremonies to the Royal Priest (Ratu
Maramba) who mirrors the role of the Founder-Deity and who, in
turn, is mirrored by temporary, costumed functionaries (referred to as
ratu) appointed for an event (Plate 1).

Kapunduku cpmprises several core villages or capitals, the leaders
of which acknowledge their submission to the ruler or king of the Big
Capital settlement near the Kapunduku River. Physically the hilltop
capital village is a fortified stronghold surrounded by stone and cactus
walls which form an oval-shaped enclosure (Fig. 1). On the lengthwise
axis, two rows of high-peaked houses face each other across a central
area, called talora, which is characterized by a row of stone grave
monuments and forked wooden altar posts. Other houses (of less im-
portance) are ranged behind the central rows.

Each peaked house represents the residence headquarters and temple
belonging to one of the patri clans or major lineages, called uma, which
refers both to the structure "house" and to the corporate group linked
with a house who controls land, stores capital and arranges marriages.
The kinship and operating unity within the "house" group is paralleled
by its religious unity, for members join in the worship of their founder-
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SYMBOLS IN EAST SUMBA 329

ancestor whose spiritual seat is the tall peak of the house and for whom
services are held inside the building.

Each clan (and its major lineages) possesses a special function in the
community which is seen as an essential part of the nature or attributes
of its house-deity. For example, the lineage-house whose deity is charac-
terized by the possession of magically bleeding weapons is in charge of
the capture and treatment of war prisoners. In Kapunduku, uma la
palindi, house on the slope, of Clan Amba Lelingu has this duty deriving
from its deity, Umbu Ma Nggutingu Ma Tadji, whose name indicates
his weapons: ngguti, scissors; tadji, knife.

The clan houses are drawn into interdependent networks by their
mutual responsibilities in relation to performance of major ritual cycles,
that is, ceremonies extending over a number of seasons and requiring
participation by other capitals. These cycles are distinguished by special
compound names (li/li)4 which indicate their purpose as follows:

Ritual Cycle Purpose

li konda li ratu building the main temple

li lalei li mangoma royal marriage
li heda li matu royal funeral
li ndewa li pahomba renewal
li kiringu li andungu warfare

Building and renewing the main temple at the ceremonial center is
the fundamental task, for this ritual validates the status of thé village
as a paraingu or capital. This temple is the seat of the Marapu Ratu,
the Priest-Deity who is considered the ancestor of the king and the
leader and founder of the original capital settlement. Temple-building
ritual calls for sustained cooperation among the houses over a period
of years to produce the offerings, labor and services needed to perform
the expensive and protracted ceremonies, the rules of which are com-
mon to all East Sumba.

4 The word li means pathway and ritual speech, so that translation of the
cycles may be read as follows:
li konda li ratu, way of the captain, way of the ritual leader
li lalei li mangoma, way of a man marrying, way of a woman entering a new
li heda li matu, way of mourning, way of death [clan
li ndewa li pahomba, way of the spirit within, way of the spirit without
li kiringu li andungu, way of the flat base, way of the upright post.
(English translations assume plurals and tenses not indicated in East Sumba-
nese; translations here are not meant to be exhaustive nor definitive.)
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330 MARIE JEANNE ADAMS

Interlocking responsibilities among the clans are well illustrated by
the description of their duties in relation to royal marriage (li Mei li
mangoma), given succinctly by the Kapunduku Elders as follows:

Clan Name

Makambiru *

Unit of four clans: b

Kabulungu
Wai Talora
Kahanga Khinahu
Makata Pandji

Unit of four clans: "
Temu
Mangatju
Tidahu
Makambiru

Temu

Matolangu

Tabundungu
(king's bridetaker)

Tidahu

Ana Matjua, uma bara
(ruling house)

Ana Matjua-Tunggu
Rimbangu
(satellite clan)

Wat ju Patunggulu
(Ratu clan)

Mbara Deta
(servant clan in
charge of king's
sword ritual)

Other clans

Ritual phrase signifying
duty in king's marriage

rongu la majelu

tanggu ngindu
pulungu

tanggu timbangu

tanggu baba banda

majelu paluhu banda

tanggu paohu banda

tanggu tobungu

paheingu

ata baba banda

tanggu horu li lalei
li mangoma

lembaru la korungu

ungu banda

Duty

first to be consulted

spokesmen who carry out
negotiations

weigh questions in bride-
price negotiations

responsible for transport of
brideprice goods

first to produce brideprice
goods
responsible for raising and
collecting brideprice

responsible for sacrificing
buffalo (at contractual
feasts related to marriage)
to sponsor and fulfill the ri-
tual required for royal sta-
tus. Pahei la paraingu, "to
mount the hilltop capital".

assistant in transporting
goods

responsible for conduct of
rituals of marriage
to cut bride's curtain and
cross over ahead of the
groom in order to enter the
bride's room
to give brideprice goods to
the king.

° Makambiru is the clan which weighs problems of royal incest (a frequent
difficulty among royalty because of class endogamy), possessing also the
powers to "cool" and ritually resolve the issue.

b In formal speech the names of this or the following unit of four clans represent
the people of Kapunduku
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Although the Sumbanese occupy a small island, they, like the in-
habitants of many other Indonesian islands, are not a seagoing people.
The base of their livelihood is agriculture, carried on in fields far from
the hilltop village. Each house works its own land but the community
shares a common work calendar. Essential to the opening of the planting
seasori is a preliminary ritual, a series of prayer-feasts which is usually
called on Sumba pamangu ratu (Ratu Festival). The Royal Priest
(Ratu Maramba), whose special concern is the planting cycle and its
ritual, manages the Festival. Formally, all its procedures are the secret
possession of the Ratu.5

The first and greatest feast should be held at the main temple of the
Founder-Deity, the Marapu Ratu. (For further discussion of this Festival
in Kapundüku, see Adams 1970.) The high point of the feast and of
the Festival as a whole, is the narration of the voyage by ship of the
Founder-Deity from the Upperworld to the island of Sumba. Founders of
other houses or clans are considered companions of the Leader's voyage.

The avowed purpose of this Festival is birth, wotu patumbu wotu
padedi (Kambera dialect), that is, worship (honor) so that plants grow
and creatures (people and animals) give birth, and prayers request an
abundance of children, animals, crops, wealth and prosperity.6 This
Festival is performed just before the community descends from the
capital village to take up residence in garden huts in order to plant
and tend their crops. Thus the creative act of the exit and voyage of
the Foünder from the Upperworld, which is hailed in the Festival, is
mirrored in the communal exodus from the hilltop village to the fields.

Following the feast at the Ratu's house, each house sponsors its own
festival and recounts its own version of the founding trip. Thus, in this
basic, important ritual, the individual identity of each house is recog-
nized and accommodated within a conception of the group as a uhity.

* * *

5 On this account, another clan wishing to use the sacred songs of the Ratu,
for example, must first request them and, after use, return them to the Ratu
house-templë in a ceremony.

6 In Kapundüku dialect the terms for growth are as follows: for plant growth:
tjumbu; for birth of living creatures: dadu. Oft-repeated ritual phrases request
prosperity in the following terms:

na dangu na nggailaru, na poli, na wolu,
na dangu na nggailaru, na woru, na baba (mbambaru)

that is, plenty (in height), plenty (in breadth) and the power to produce
riches and to be fertile.
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In this community, the symbols of ship and tree occupy a prominent
place. First I will show the overt use of these symbols and their apparent
significance, then I will propose a broader meaning for them.

Ship symbolism appears in the layout of the village (Fig. 1). Horizon-
tal to the talora, the ovalshaped village is conceptually divided into
three sections whose names correspond to the parts of a ship. Tundu
kambata, the name of the end at which the land lies higher, refers to
a rising prow, a characteristic of Indonesian canoes; the name of the
middle section, kdni padua, means midships and the lower end, kiku
kemudi, refers to a ship's steering end. In large capitals, low walls divide
these sections (for illustrations see Adams 1973).

Highest royalty resides in the center; other nobility occupy the fore
and aft positions. This correspondence of social and ship divisions also
appears clearly in the sacred harvest myths in which, typically, the royal
father of the hero occupies the center of the capital and the other noble
houses are collectively represented by two characters named Lord Hina
of the Tail-End (Umbu Hina la Kiku) and Lord Hina of the Raised-
End (Umbu Hina la Kambata).

At the Ratu Festival, the narration of the Founder's voyage indicates
that the body of the Deity's ship also consists of three sections, each
made of a different kind of hardwood: kambatangu kahembi, kaningu
ngaha, kikungu langira. Elders explain that these phrases are disguised
references (hangindingu ngara) to the clans of the three sections of the
capital village. This explanation is consistent with the belief that ances-
tors of the capital clans accompanied the Founder-Deity on his voyage.

In the center of a capital village, there are forked post-altars (Plate 2).
These posts should be made of the same hardwoods as those used for
pillars in the temple.7 The permanent one is the main altar of the
capital, katoda paraingu, honored at all local rites and the focus of
special protective and fertility rites. Other post-altars for specialized
ritual will be set up temporarily, such as at the gateways or for the

As given by Big Spokesman, Ndapungu Lalu Pingu (of Kapunduku and
Natangu), the pillars referred to are the following:

majela ana konda, njaru ana ratu, kiru mata manu, wauiuru marapu.
Each phrase names a kind of hardwood and associates it with the Ratu and
Ancestor Deities.

The Ratu-Festival songs that I heard in Kapunduku recount the first efforts
to build a temple with pillars from fruit trees such as jack fruit and sugar
palm. Success in building the temple came only after majela was used for
the main pillar. With that construction, the 'Community of Eight Parts, the
Community of Eight Levels', which is the sourcè of Sumba culture, was
established by the Marapu Ratu.
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crops; at other times, only a flat offering stone marks these places.8

Because of their central location in what we have termed the ship-
village, we might take these posts simply for masts. However, on ritual
occasions they are decorated with packets of raw and cooked food, raw
and processed cotton and with metal ornaments assigned a 'masculine'
and a 'feminine' character; in sum, both natural plants and "made"
objects (Plates 3 and 4). The decorated forked post becomes, in my
view, a fruitful, ritual-tree. I will- explore this symbolism first in a simple
series of rites.

The communal ceremony of paluhu rnaranga, "to cast out (from the
village) sicknesses (of moderate nature)" creates one of the simplest
expressións of this 'tree'. For a small-scale celebration, Elders of Parai
Natangu (a small community south of Kapunduku) mention the fol-
lowing things which are to be hung on the main post-altar, (katoda
paraingu), or on a substitute one near the kiku or tail gateway:

Offerings . Translations

Kamba mangu wua dalungu Raw cotton with seeds

Lulu kamba rara, mitingu, bara, Cotton yarn, red, black, white (wound
pawolu hama mamulindja on two crossed sticks) forming imitatións

of metal ornaments called mamuli.

Kahipatu na mamamu, na ma Little packets of raw and cooked food
mata (usually rice)

Ana manu (tilu manu) Product of chicken (eggs)

Da manu dangu The many chickens (cut pieces of roasted
chicken offerings)

Pahapa (kuta, wenu) ma luri, Betel-chew ingredients, fresh and dried
ma matu

The productive "life" aspect of this kind of decorated altar is em-
phasized by contrast with another post-altar, la kiringu, la andungu, at

8 The altar erected for crops is the focus of important annual rites. lts ritual
name includes various types of plants useful in different seasons, such as rice,
corn, beans, leafy vegetables and tubers, expressed in the following phrases:

andu uhu andu wataru, andu lipt kapapangu,
wala wee, landu lua, bobo litangu,
kamborungu bara bakulu, kalahu palala.

To set up a permanent pair of andu uhu andu wataru in the form of upright
carved posts assigned a masculine and a feminine character (a forked beam
and a rounded outline of a human figure), such as those remaining in the
former capital village of the Melolo district, was said to require the fulfillment
of an extensive sequence of festivals by the capital community.
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the flat base, at the upright post, which stands before the house of the
ruler. This is the skull tree, andu ketiku tau (Plate 2) for hanging
the skulls of captured enemies af ter a victorious raid. The post of this
tree may not be planted in the ground but must rest on top of a stone
base, so that it will not revive as a living plant; (ka ambu na tjumbu,
so that it will not grow).

Ship and tree symbolism can also be seen in the main temple which
is an essential feature of a capital. In form the temple is a typical clan
house (see Plate 2), composed of a raised platform and four central
pillars supporting a peaked grass-roofed structure. In outline the house-
temple does not physically resemble a ship but in ritual it is conceptua-
lized as a ship. According to the major priest-spokesman for Kapunduku
(Ndapungu Lalu Pingu, wunangu bokulu, Kamb.), the structure is a
shadow (na mau na) of the ship of the Founders as follows: the ridge
at the peaked roof is the keel turned upside down; the light flooring of
the roof section is the nggala tena, the seating panel of the boat; the
sacred front pillar is the mast and the decorated end of the front over-
head crossbeam (patenga) which extends beyond the sacred pillar
represents the knowledge of the way (Plate 5, Figs. 2 and 3). This
projecting end is called hupu dalungu (reaching into the depths) and
I suggest it could be interpreted as a sign of the steering oar.

The link between ship and temple appears clearly in the ritual of
completing the temple, which re-enacts symbolically the voyage and
arrival of the Founder-Deity and his companions to Sumba. One of the

Figure 2

From the house-temple interior at Pada Deta, drawings of the decorated terminal
(hupu dalungu) of the front overhead crossbeam and of the carvings on the flat
beam, woaharu, which extends from the sacred pillar toward the back pillar.
Most of the designs are identified as gold ornaments, plants or flowers. (Drawn
by Umbu nai Pombu, 1969. The designs are said to be copied from older temple
at Parai Natangu nearby.)

Figure 3

Drawing of sacred pillar at Pada Deta near Pr. Natangu, by Umbu nai Pombu
(1969). Markings on the lower part indicate flutings. These are the pihu lara,
seven ways or paths; in the upper part, there are in fact eight flutings, the walu
lara or eight-way. In between, a pot is represented. This is the "first pot", wuru
kawunga, a ritual phrase referring to the container in which the first-fruits are
cooked for the Ratu Festival. At the top of the pillar, gold ornaments are
depicted: the headdress, lamba, bearing the mamuli in the center of a gold chain,
lulu amahu, arranged so as to resemble a blossoming plant (compare Plate 4).
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preliminary rites requires that a large sacred textile be spread out on
the roof "to dry in the.sun" (informant: Mbelu Ratu Mbanu, wunangu
and specialist in royal ritual, Paraingu Karoku); subsequently func-
tionaries climb to the peak carrying the textile and two small, ancestor
post-figures (male and female) which are to be installed on the ridge
of the roof. (See depiction of this scène in a textile design, Plate.6.)

Below, the priest calls out the names of the places which are the
same as those given at the Ratu Festival in the account of the voyagé
of the ancestors from the Upperworld to Sumba. After each group of
names the priest calls out to the man at the top, "Do you see them?"
Holding the textile in his lap, the man who is seated behind the male
ancestor looks out into the beyond and cries, "Yes, I see them". This
exchange continues until the present village name is reached, following
which the various clan Elders take fire from the temple to relight their
own.hearths and the temple is officially opened.

The Sumbanese attach great significance to the sacred front pillar
(kambaraingu uratungu: uratu, lines of fate, divining) inside the house
on the sacred or men's side (left, looking out) (Plate 5). At prayer and
divining rites, messages from the ancestors are believed to descend along
the flutings (pihu lara walu lara, the seven-way or paths, the eight-way)
of the sacred pillar to inspire the speakers. Such messages include the
trip of the Foundér narrated at the Ratu Festival during which time
thè Priest-Spokesman sits beside the sacred pillar under the hupu
dalungu. His place, close to the hupu dalungu, accords with my view
of his role as a guide to the steersman.

On the upper part of the sacred pillar, and on the bêam (woaharu)
extending toward the back on the men's side are carvings of plants and
various gold ornaments (Figs. 2 and 3). The decoration of these several
areas located at the upper level of the house suggests that the pillar,
its upper decoration and the carved beams spreading out from its upper
region (hupu dalungu and woaharu) embody metaphorically a fruitful,
ritual tree standing in the midst of the ship-temple. Accepting this
image permits us to see that the temple unit is a smaller version (like
a sphere within a sphere) of the ship-village, which in the form of the
forked post, katoda paraingu, is also characterized by a centrally placed
'ritual tree'.

For a non-seagoing people, the prominent position of ship symbolism
may seem out of proportion to the interests and preoccupations of a
farming population. We might consider the ship with its masts as
commemorative symbols, representing links with the respected ancestors.
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However true, the proposition seems insufficient to account for the
continuing central place the symbols held and for the specific com-
binations of ship and fruitful tree.

I propose that the ship symbol reflects a deeply embedded conception
of the community as an interdependent, self-contained entity and that
this conception significantly influenced community life and its symbols.
The formal parallel between a small ship and the description of the
Kapunduku capital is obvious. A small ship, like this community, is
a physically enclosed unit whose continued functioning depends on the
performance of distinct yet cooperative tasks by its individual crew
members, each tending only to his own tasks while only one, the captain
or priest-authority (the Ratu), is charged with knowledge of the
whole system.

Recognizing this self-conception of the community as an interdepen-
dent enclosed unit yields an understanding of the underlying logic of
capital-village rites, which are distinguished from the major ritual cycles
(li/li) by the term horu paraingu, rites of the capital. These local rites
show a specific concern with the movement of persons, things, food
and intangible forces in and out of the walled village.

The simplest expression of this concern is the tossing of betel at the
gateway altars whenever a person enters or exits. Dragging in pillars
for a house and stone for grave memorials, each of which I witnessed,
require prayers and sacrifices. Even bringing in grasses from the fields
for roofing houses calls for consecration ritual.

Another rite, katoda paraingu, of the same character but larger in
scale than die paluhu maranga rite mentioned earlier, shows the concern
for the movement of invisible forces. Twice a year (approximately the
fourth or fifth month and the twelfth month) when the monsoon winds
change direction and sweep over the district, special ceremonies are held
at the main altar-post {katoda paraingu) to drive out the intangible
dangers (mbana tana, what makes the land/the community "hot")
brought by these invisible forces. "Mbana tana, djiadija na re na na
ngilu!", "All kinds of threats to plants or people, that's what comes
with the winds!" declared i Linggu, priest for the royal house of
Kapunduku. At this rite, in addition to the other offerings already
mentioned for paluhu maranga, each household head deposits token
fines in the form of shavings (kawadaku) of metal ornaments at the
main altar while uttering a comprehensive confession of the errors and
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failings of his clan members.9 Af ter the prayers, a horse (rarely used

as an offering animal and even in this instance not eaten) is sacrificed

so that he will carry away the confessed infractions and possible sick-

nesses, which are then ordered off to another''place.

This occasion is taken also to rid the village of more tangible offenses

by clearing debris from the village floor (which should be 'bald' or

cleared of grass) and by throwing out accumulated refuse and pests

from the houses (heku hawaru, to clear away everything that is dirty).

Finally, participants of the prayer rite carry token offerings outside the

village and deposit them near a large sacred stone which is supposed

to stop the future entrance of harmful forces. Those who stay at home

beat the walls of their houses as a gesture to drive out whatever is

noxious there.

The largest local rite, langa paraingu, a magnified form of the katoda

paraingu ceremony, recurs at four-year intervals, unfolding over several

9 The elements for katoda paraingu offerings are the same among the various
communities of the northern peninsula. Elder Lunggu Tarakedu of Paraingu
Karoku, an offshoot of Kapunduku, described essential offerings as follows:
Kahipat mata/mamu (kambamba) Packets of raw and cooked rice
Tolu manu mata/mamu Chicken meat, raw and cooked
Kabukulu lulu kamba mitingu, Wound cotton yarn dyed black,

yellow, red
Kawadaku ma rara, ma bara Shavings of metal ornament, red

(gold), white (silver)
Pahapa luri/matu Betel-chew ingredients, fresh/dried

Before I witnessed a small-scale version of this rite conducted at Ramba-
ngaru for the clans in the immediate vicinity of Rambangaru, the officiating
priest, i Linggu, described the initial sequence of action as follows:
Pahamanja la katoda paraingu hau-uma2, laku de la malungu, hatau hau

uma, tau monu djua ma lo.
Taka la nggirungu, hamajangudideka la katoda paraingu.
Hau-uma2 ngindu ana manu, kawadaku bara.
Palotanja ndjala, longu ama, longu ana monu.
Ndjuraku hala wana ndaba, hi na toha kawadaku.
To ndaba ndja kawadaku ndjara, karambo, wei, wai urangu, hapu, hupu

anake, peka ma ndjala.

Translation (explanatory statements in parentheses):
The clans agree to hold the ceremony "village altar". They go there in the

late afternoon, one person per house, only men attend.
Once it is twilight, they hold a prayer-rite at the village altar.
Each house brings an egg or small chicken, a light-colored metal shaving

(the prince brings 'red').
They confess their wrong-doings, incest within the family.
They all say it, and therefore they deposit (on the altar) metal shavings.
They deposit shavings on behalf of (everything, everyone): horses, waterbuffalo,

pigs, the rain, cattle, even little children, and admit all wrong-doings.
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months of the dry season.10 Not only the living community and their
relatives nearby take part but also all dead souls are invited back to
the village. These spirit guests are represented by a number of partici-
pants who wear decorated leaf headdresses (Plate 7) or, in richer
communities, turbans hung with gold ornaments. For this festival there
are complicated procedures involving food production and preparation,
special texts and songs, sequences of action and sacred objects. Offerings
appear at two levels, that is, real objects in quantity and tiny models
of these things. Large sacrifice-animals, metal ornaments and woven
cloths are given to the clan in charge of the ritual (in Kapunduku, clan
Temu). Many 'houses' contribute to the great quantities of fresh fruits
collected (Plate 1) and hung initially on the porch of the sponsoring
clan's house-temple. Subsequently these are divided, preserved through
drying, mixing and sweetening, and again accumulated in the house-
temple, both in their customary form and shape as edibles and in tiny
model offerings. At this time, the interior of the sacred or men's side
of the sponsor's house is decorated with an abundance of young leaves
and fruits of various trees and the preserved edibles are hung across the
front gallery for everyone to enjoy. Many guests are invited and rounds
of visits among relatives take place, each requiring formal gift exchanges
of textiles and metal ornaments. It is always stressed that the talora, or
central corridor of the village, should be filled with people wearing their
best decorated costumes and engaging in displays of vitality, such as
horsemanship, processional songs and dances. A special forked post-altar,

10 Performance is not regular in the Kapunduku region for several reasons,
which I will only touch on. Producing this festival requires a planned abun-
dance of particular, preservable crops somewhere in the region. This surplus
is redistributed or at least collected in quantities sufficient to reward the
sponsors by virtue of certain mechanisms of this.festival, including initially
mangapangu, the right to seize ritually the property of others (see Plate 1).
Mangapangu, in its old form, is no longer permitted; most Kapunduku now
raise more abundant crops (sorghum and corn) than formerly, crops which
are preserved by simple drying and storing. Further, under normal conditions,
people now obtain their tide-over supplies during the long dry season from
shops in the port town, some thirty-five miles away. I saw the ceremony only
because a small, poor, and conservative community to the northwest, Mbata
Puhu, came to perform a "little" truncated version of this ritual in Kapun-
duku. The festival is intimately linked with the passage of time and the
change of season. For example, the circular dances (pai kulurungu) are
compared to the annual cyclical motion of certain star configurations {kapai
kulurungu) and the term langa paraingu is of ten followed by the phrase
tanda ndaungu, "sign of the year". Indonesians in the port town refer to it
as the Sumbanese "New Year" celebration.
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the katoda langa paraingu, set up in front of the sponsoring clan's
house, is then hung with the tiny food offerings and the festival cul-
minates in a mock battle over possession of this ritual food.

Langa paraingu (langa means healed or cured in the sense of 'gone
away') aims to f eed, entertain and assure the departure of all the dead
souls from the capita! in order to ensure against their sudden or un-
expected visits to the village at other times. To this ultimate purpose
everyone joins a final procession to escort the persons wearing the
decorated headdresses outside the village in order to deposit the leaf
headbands in the trees or tall grasses of the savannah. The tiny model
offerings are left as travel supplies (balangu) for the departing spirits
while the remaining quantity of preserved foods is divided among
the guests.

We may classify all three rites, paluhu maranga, katoda paraingu
and langa paraingu, as belonging to one series. They are usually spon-
sored by one and the same clan in each district (Temu in Kapunduku,
Katinahu in Natangu, Kanilu in Hama Paraingu of Kanatangu district
and so forth). The ritual of each requires a variety of natural and
"made" offerings within the capital and the casting out of undesirable
objects or elements from the village. The essential part of the "casting-
out" in each case is a half-shell of coconut filled with ashes, kaba au,
into which is inserted a chicken feather as a sign of having had a
sacrifice-prayer ceremony (tanda hamajangu). In discussions, any one
of the three rites may be referred to simply as the kaba au, and the
katoda paraingu is said to be the basis {na lata na) for the temporarily
erected post-altars for the other two ceremonies.

Each represents one of a series of graded increases in scale and
elaboration. In addition to the expansion of purpose and participants
already mentioned, the change in objects used in each ritual illustrates
the stepping-up in value; for example, from the imitation mamuli made
of string, to shavings of a metal one, to the complete ornaments so
evident in langa paraingu. With this insight we can enlarge our concept
of the symbolic fruitful tree.

At the simplest level of ritual, the wooden altar, itself derived from
a tree, is the focus of a rite and is hung with fruit both of natural growth
and of cultural effort. At the most elaborate level, as in langa paraingu,
the decorated-tree elements are present but they appear in more complex
forms. The difference is initially signaled by the setting up of a special
post-altar, the katoda langa paraingu, thus in fact shifting action one
remove from the katoda paraingu, the main post-altar usually decorated
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mimetically as a tree. Offerings during the langa paraingu ritual, which
represent elements of the fruitful tree, are disbursed in various sub-
stitute forms, such as the clusters of natural leaves and fruit attached
to the pillars and beams of the house-temples, and the human partici-
pants either carrying in bunches of fruit, dancing with green branches,
exchanging gifts, or simply filling the talora with their flowered textiles
and gold ornaments. (On the other hand, guests representing the dead
wear turbans of dead leaves and the special ritual altar is hung only
with tiny substitutes of the food.) The real preserved food hangs from
the gallery of the temple as cultural fruit, which is taken by the guests
who play the part of human 'trees' in the talora. The sum of these ritual
actions and accents forms a sophisticated, composite manifestation of
the concept of a spreading fruitful tree in the midst of the capital.

The major cycle of local capital rites, beginning as mentioned earlier
with the planting festival directed by the Ratu, concerns food crops
brought into and out of the village. These crops are rice, essential for
offerings (which become festival meals), and corn, the staple element
of diet. New crops must make a ritual re-entry into the capital. No
fresh corn may be eaten before dancing clansmen bring just-ripened ears
into the Ratu temple where they are prepared as offerings by the priests.11

The first-fruits of the rice erop are ceremonially gathered and stored
in a basket (uhu ngera, rice portion) which is hung from the decorated
woaharu beam in the main temple. At the next Ratu Festival, part of
this consecrated rice is cooked and eaten by the leaders of the com-
munity in the belief that it will make them fertile and the rest is added
to the seed rice (to make it fertile) which is then carried out of the
village for planting.12 Not only is the entry and exit of the major crops
marked by ritual but each type of food partaken of by the Sumbanese
participates as a key feature in various capital rites.

11 This rite is called kabalu ko, indicating that it occurs at the time a small
black bird, ko, returns to its distant home; the bird reappears only at the
next planting season, la tjumbu ko (tjumbu meaning plant growth here linked
with the ko bird). The rite is also' referred to as kabangu, indicating that
through its performance the food changes from bitter, paita, meaning for-
bidden, to palatable, kaba, that is, permissible.

12 Because of the significance of the first-fruits rice, which is cooked in a special
wuru kawunga, the first pot (of the ancestors), the representation of the pot
on the sacred pillar (Fig. 3) reinforces the metaphoric linkage that I have
suggested between the pillar and a fruitful plant.
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This survey shows that whatever might affect the self-contained
community, that is, movement in or out of the hilltop capital village
of persons, food or intangible forces relevant to the inhabitants' interests,
is ceremonially noted and reacted to. The ritual act, I suggest, aims to
counterbalance any effect of such change on the image and thereby
maintains the 'balance', the integrity of the conceptual unit, the ship-
community. With this analysis a diverse set of rituals can be understood
as a system.

To arrive at the meaning of the ship and blossoming tree combination,
I will further note their use in the great ceremonial cycles (li/li). As
evident earlier in the brief discussion of temple building, the symbols
of ship and decorated tree appear also as integral features of the
great cycles.

The blossoming tree is intimately linked with royal marriage (li lalei
li mangoma). First, this can be seen in the ritual of a bountiful rice
harvest, which in its entirety is celebrated as if it were a royal wedding
(see Adams 1970). The sacred myth which is recounted bef ore the
assembled community prior to harvesting reaffirms this link. The plot
concerns a hero who ascends in a boat or on a horse through the eight
levels of a magie plant in order to reach the Upperworld where he
wins his heavenly bride. The magie plant possesses leaves of flowered
textiles {rau patola) and fruit (wua na) of gold ornaments. For example,
in one version, called Rita Mbewa, in which the magie plant is a rita
tree, the hero sings to the plant at its inception one of the favored texts
typical of all harvest tree-myths:

Text Translation

Ah aja, rita mbewa (kanoru, kokuru) Ah older one, bending rita, (or sugar
palm, coconut)

Kau djedjiku padjanggawa Grow taller

Kau wulaku padetawa Rise higher

Djakau ayinda hawalu, namu tau If you have sympathy for an unfortunate

malangu . . . person . . .

Na rau mu rau patola Your leaves of figured silk

Na pola mu hunda rangga Your stem of "colored cloth"

Kau tuku la awangu, la handanu You (will) touch the sky, the heavens
Njuna deta nu Rambu Kahu Hupu That is the place of Lady All-the-way-

Awangu up-to the Heavens

(Text of Umbu Meta Taradjawa, la Kapunduku)
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After the hero with his beloved is installed in a shelter in the rita tree,
the father comes to demand brideprice; he has only to shake the tree
to find the ground covered with its gold ornaments (its fruit): Kadu-
kunanja na pingi rita, pabondu ndaba tje lo la tana da patuku lomba,
da kanataru.

In the ritual of a grand royal wedding, two bridal gifts, each brought
on the shoulders of four men, are essential.13 One is referred to by the
ritual phrase ponggu au "cut bamboo"; the other is termed wei kuru
djua, "pig chest only", or "pig with space inside", referring to a pig
which is hollowed out, roasted and filled with the bride's treasured
jewelry. The bamboo is cut in order to be hung with packets containing
the bride's precious textile and ornamental gifts.14 Thus decorated, it is
brought into the groom's village and attached in his house-temple to
the upper beam {la hapindi) directly across from the sacred pillar on
the men's side, while ceremonies consecrating the marriage are perfor-
med. This artificial "tree" is paired in the bridal gift with the equally
artificial marriage-feast pig, whose internal organs have been replaced
by the bride's ivory and beaded ornaments. (I can only suggest here
that the treasure-laden pig, carried with feet extended upward, is a
sign-substitute for an Indonesian ship-form, because support for this
suggestion rests on comparative data from other Indonesian peoples
using in their wedding rites ship-forms linked with ivory-like substances
and would require a detailed examination in itself.)

Ship and tree symbols are embedded in another of the major cycles,
that is, in the procedures of burial (li heda li matu), which are most
elaborate for royalty. The deceased, wrapped in dozens of flowered
textiles, is carried to the grave in a wooden, crudely boat-shaped con-
tainer (the projecting front is called ngora tena, front of a boat), so
that he may, according to the Sumbanese, travel to the Otherworld
where the sun goes down. Later a memorial stone is dragged to the
gravesite in the center of the village.

At the stone-dragging I attended in Kapunduku, which was in honor
of a non-royal clansman, no one mentioned ship symbolism. However,
before the crowd began to drag the stone toward the village, two large

13 In addition to informants who participated in the last grand wedding in
Kapunduku, this ritual was described by Boku (Grandfather) Ngadu Taki,
clan Ngieuru, of Parai Natangu, an eyewitness to the last grand wedding
between royalty of the Kanatangu and Rende districts.

14 For discussion of the textiles, see Adams 1971b, 1972.
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textiles were set up on it (Plate 8). For a large royal rite, a ratu or
servant of the royal house, representing the shadow of the deceased
(mau ndewa na ma matu) would have ridden on top of the stone [na
ma tanggu hei la watju, mandidungu la ngora na, the one who is
responsible for mounting the stone, for sitting at its forward section).
These customs suggest that the stone serves as a substitute for the ship in
completing the voyage to the Otherworld which was begun at the burial.

In the great renewal cycle, li ndewa li pahomba, the symbols are
again a central focus. The first part of the festival takes place within
the village. The peak of the main temple is filled with offerings con-
sisting of the fruits of three trees important to the Kapunduku people:
wenu, betel nut; kokuru, coconut; kuta, finger-long fruit of the piper
betel vine. Each of these fruits are arranged in eight stages of growth,
altogether forming symbolic plants or trees. Each stage of growth is
likened by the priest to significant stages in the Sumbanese life cycle,
as shown in the following list concerning the offering of coconut:

Na kokuru teki ja . . .
/tuba na

Phrases descriptive of stages of growth of
plant / of human:

ndedi tawahaku/na ma pakambu

mbada tawahaku/na ma paana

bobolala/anakeda ma bei

parai kiri/na ma kaliti meha ndjara

binu mata na /bidi moni - bidi wenu

pambuli wei/tau ma bokulu - ma halimu

kanggabuku (meti papa)/tau ma tuku

tulingu

meti dita/na ma wulaku ja na hori ndewa

Take coconut fruit that . . .
/on behalf of one who

/of human:

/is pregnant

/has given birth

/is a crawling infant

/rides horseback alone

/is a young man - young woman
/is adult couple (married man
and woman)

/pounds betel with a tooi (indi-

cating age at which teeth have
been lost)

/(Elder) who sponsors the ndewa
ritual1S

The second half of the festival is celebrated in the fields at the
pahomba, a forked post-altar set in a mound of stones.16 At the end

15 Priest-informant Ndapungu Lalu Pingu of Parai Natangu learned this ritual
when he participated in it some years ago at Parai Kalamba, a former capital
now subsidiary to Kapunduku. In this text, he mixes Natangu and Kapunduku
dialect and diction.

10 In 1969, the pahomba altar of clan Makatadjiangu was still in good condition.
Set on a mound overloóking pasturelands at some distance from the clan's
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of the feast, remains of the village-temple offerings are deposited at the
pahomba before it is abandoned. These altars are dedicated to all
possessions outside the capital, such as pasturelands, stands of useful
trees, unused fields and so forth. Each major clan in a capital possesses
such an altar, which is said to be the "shadow" or image of the ship
used by the founding ancestors and which is set up at the place it
came to rest.

It is my view that the meaning implicit in these ritual terms and
acts, in the uses and interrelationships of the symbols, is that the ship
image stands for the community as an organized unit and the decorated
tree within this ship, hung with products of ordered communal effort
(plants and "made" objects), represents the possibilities for wealth and
abundance to be obtained within this organized community. The mast
of the ship is transmuted into a plant form because this form corres-
ponds to the central concern of an agricultural people, that is, the
fostering of plant crops. The Sumbanese are well aware that a good
harvest is the basis, the source of all other wealth that they obtain, such
as feast-animals, beautiful textiles and gold ornaments. The ship bearing
the flowering tree then combines, in a symbolic image, the major in-
terests of the community, the village unit and the field crops.

These symbols provided more than conceptual tools for the formal
organization of the community. In face of the many competing forces
within and outside the district which affected each clan-household unit,
the repeated use of these symbols could reinforce the notion of com-
munal unity and, more importantly, serve to inspire and stimulate group
effort. At present, the ritual for katoda paraingu and langa paraingu
are still known by clan Elders, but in Kapunduku neither at Maru, the
ceremonial center, nor at the king's village of Rambangaru is there
a permanent katoda paraingu post erected and, as we have seen, rites
which are properly all-inclusive of the capital community are observed
only as localized, small-scale events. The only outdoor altar which is the
focus of great communal activity is the andu uhu (rice post) set up
at the king's rice house. The rice harvest is one of the important sources
of the king's wealth to which all members of the community still con-
tribute their labor in a spirit of religious celebration.

The increasing neglect of the forked post-altars, that is, in my view,

capital in the Kadahangu district, near Kapunduku, it was marked by two
forked post-altars set in a long, narrow, oval, stone enclosure, thus resembling
a ship in form.
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the ritual tree of fruitfulness, and the failure to celebrate richly those

remaining in use, reflects directly the faltering of faith in the old order,

as the population increasingly seeks prosperity in the anonymous markets

of the port town and in the Government-administered programs of

assistance to horticulture and industry. In this region of Indonesia, close

study of both form and content of visual symbols is significant for our

understanding of past and present intellectual and social orders.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES

Plate 1. Leader of ritual procession is an ordinary person costumed as priest or
'ratu' for the period of the festival, langa paraingu, celebrated by the community
of Mbata Puhu at the Kapunduku capital (October, 1969). He wears a hipcloth of
figured cotton and a ratu's ritual paraphernalia: a headdress of red cloth and on
his chest a knife and gold ornaments (mamuli and chain). Others carry fruit and
animal offerings collected from a tour (mangapangu) of Kapunduku households.

Plate 2. Forked post-altar in capital village of Parai Jawangu, Rende district.
Large enclosed plant form is dead tree used for hanging skulls of captured
enemies. Light-colored stone at left marks status of grave in center of village.
(Photo: 1930, by J. Sibinga-Mulder, courtesy Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam)
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Plate 1. Ritual procession
during langa paraingu
festival.

Plate 2. Forked post-altar and skull tree
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Plate 3. Forked rice post-altar.

Plate 4. Ritual pair of metal jewelry.
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Plate 5. Interior of Marapu Ratu house-temple showing the sacred pillar (front left). Plate 6. Mantle design depicting the final rite of building a Ratu
house-temple.
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Plate 7. Dancers at langa paraingu festival.

Plate 8. Dragging a memorial stone.
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Plate 3. Forked post-altar {andu uhu) set up near the rice fields at harvest
time is similar to those in the capital. lts place is at the head of the large mat
on which threshing is done by men who, hanging onto the ropes strung overhead,
stamp and dance all night on the collected stalks. At lower left priest {ratu)
prepares decoration for the forked post-altar which includes packets of raw and
cooked foods, fresh and dried betel-chew ingredients and (to be added) metal
ornaments (see Plate 4), forming, as proposed here, a symbol of a f rui tf ui plant.
The priest in full costume and a young girl-functionary who carries the first-
fruits basket of rice will wear flowered textiles. (The pig's head, on the rack,
textiles, metal ornaments and servants are essentials of full marriage rites, ac-
cording to which the harvest ritual is patterned.) (Photo: 1968, Melolo district)

Plate 4. Ritual pair of metal jewelry of the type hung on post-altars and
represented in carvings within the Ratu house-temple (see Fig. 3). Metal or-
naments are classified by the Sumbanese as 'masculine' (ngera monu). However,
this class branches in turn into a masculine element, that is, the chain with
decorated ends, and a feminine one, that is, the omega-shaped ornament, mamuli.
(Photo: Napu village, 1969)

Plate 5. Interior of Marapu Ratu house-temple at Pada Deta near Parai Natangu
showing, on the men's side of the house (left, facing out), the sacred pillar (left
front of four central pillars) and the front crossbeam's end, hupu dalungu, extending
beyond the pillar. Surfaces are carved with various motifs in low relief (see Fig. 2).

/ Umbu nai Djawa, royal head of clan Karunggu Watu, who is seated on the
priest's bench, sponsored the building of this Ratu temple, which opened in
September, 1968. (Photo: 1969)

Plate 6. East Sumba men's mantle, decorated by dyeing, showing a scène
identified by Elders as the final rite of building a Ratu house-temple, that is,
mounting to the peak and installing the post-like ancestor figures. (Photo: Kam-
bera district, 1970) (For discussion of ritual scènes on other Sumba textiles,
see Adams 1971b)

Plate 7. Dancers from a small community, Mbata Puhu, wear leaf headdresses
representing the souls of the dead (mau ndewa na ma matu) while celebrating
the festival langa paraingu at Kapunduku. The men dance with green twigs or
flowered cloth in their hands, until they grasp the women's hands, which ends
the dance. (Photo: 1969)

Plate 8. Dragging a memorial stone to be placed over the grave of a non-royal
clansman at Mara Wua, a hamlet near Kapunduku. Two textiles are mounted
on the stone, as part of the ritual of moving it. (Photo: 1969)
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